Wilkes Parking Lot Guidelines:

AM – Drop Off – Rolling Drop Off Lane 7:30-8:00AM

**NO parking along the curb along the sidewalk in front of the school.**

Pull forward to any open slot along the sidewalk so your child(ren) can get out of the car. Students need to exit your vehicle at the sidewalk not into the parking lot.

Pull forward along the sidewalk as far as you are able to allow the maximum number of cars to follow you and also drop off.

Have students ready, so they can get out and you can go.

If you need to park to get your child ready or get out, pull into one of the parking spaces NOT along the curbed area.

The curbed area along the front of the school is a Fire Lane – no parking at anytime.

PM – Pick Up

You are always welcome to park in a space and pick up your child on the plaza.

We have a “rolling” pick up line which is similar to the morning drop off.

Pull forward to the front of the school so your child(ren) can get into the car. The line must move continually so there is no parking once you are in line. **Do not leave your car unless you are in a designated parking spot! Do not double park!**

We know that parking is difficult, and if there are no spots available you can park on Day Road or North Madison and walk up. Just be sure to stay within the white lines. Officers can give tickets if you are over. Please do not park on Crown Ave.

Taking the bus to a close bus stop is another option to avoid the congestion. We have a stop at Madison @ Torvanger on Rt. 33 that is the first stop after leaving school. Another first stop is N. Madison @ Idel Weis on Rt. 31. Email Liz Potter, lpotter@bisd303.org and she will help you find a bus stop to suite your needs.

**NO PARKING IN THE BUS LOOP DURING DROP OFF OR PICK UP. You may park there for a quick “in and out” or if school is not in session.**